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Benefits of onshore unconventional gas as an energy source
Unconventional gas is essentially (conventional) gas derived produced by different means. The nature
of the reservoir (coal, shale or tight rocks) can to a slight extent determine the range of molecular
compositions but in essence natural gas is produced.
Natural gas is a versatile energy source. It has many applications for consumers:
•

home heating and cooling, cooking, fuel for transportation

•

steam heat production

•

electricity generation, particularly for rapid start-up peak generation loads

•

manufacturing and industrial applications to produce steel, glass, clothing, cement and fertilizer

•

creating petrochemicals such as polyethylene polymers, which is the most widely used as plastic.

Onshore Victoria is prospective for both tight natural gas and coal seam gas. Onshore Victorian tight
gas could provide large volumes of clean gas effectively and cheaper than from declining resources
offshore. SRK believes that potentially large reserves of unconventional gas are present in Victoria and
these could exist close to markets, pipeline infrastructure, are easily accessible and would provide clean
energy for industry thus jobs for the future.
SRK recommends that the State government should allow explorers to responsibly test, access and
develop the onshore unconventional resource potential to benefit manufacturing across the state in
terms of jobs and low cost energy support.
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Potential risks, including risks to the environment, land productivity, agricultural
industries and public health, and whether such risks can be managed
Over many years, coal mining has released methane natural gas to the atmosphere during the mining
process. Methane is many times a far more potent greenhouse gas than carbon dioxide. All natural gas
reservoirs leak to some extent. The earth acts as a hydrocarbon kitchen however rock strata are
imperfect seals and so natural gas containment in reservoirs as well as gas leakage to the surface is
relatively common. Utilisation of natural gas therefore helps control unintentional methane emissions.
Hydraulic fracture stimulation is contentious and requires social license. Engelder (2014) identified six
key mistakes made by companies:
•

Failure to establish baseline water chemistry before drilling campaigns. Traditionally oil wells were
first drilled in places where oil was leaking to the surface, gas similarly leaks. It is common for water
wells to produce gas (spring water commonly effervesces).

•

Use of cemented casing to cover the reservoir levels is important.

•

Use of air drilling to penetrate reservoirs in shallow aquifer settings.

•

Supporting Energy Policy that allowed hydraulic fracturing companies to keep their additives
proprietary.

•

Disposing of flow back in large enough volumes to trigger earthquakes, water flow back
management control needs to be closely monitored for shale gas but this does not apply to tight gas
operations.

•

Water management associated with potential open pit leakage.

Work has progressed far beyond these issues now and most jurisdictions have understood and dealt
with any associated problems. The potential issues outlined can be dealt with by existing technologies
and regulations. Victoria’s brown coal is not likely to be ever fracced and the deeper tight sandstone
reservoirs that are most likely to be commercialised, may require it but will not need the volumes of
water as shale and will not produce water like CSG so the risks to water sources are minimal. The
handling of the waste water in terms of Victoria’s situation is unlikely to require re-injection and
evaporation of saline waters.
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King (2012) produced a paper on “Estimating Frac Risk and Improving Frac Performance in
Unconventional Gas and Oil Wells”. This work focussed on “improving a process by ranking risk
elements and controlling potential harm from occurrence of a detrimental event”. Transparency requires
cooperation from all sides in the debate.
Fracture stimulation technology now includes such processes as nitrogen gas fractures where no
chemicals are introduced to the reservoir formation.
Report of the Independent Inquiry into Hydraulic Fracturing in the Northern Territory by Allan Hawke
(November, 2014) produced a “major recommendation, consistent with other Australian and
International reviews, is that the environmental risks associated with hydraulic fracturing can be
managed effectively subject to the creation of a robust regulatory regime”.
The issue of water use and production is important in different ways for different types of unconventional
gas production. Coal seam gas is sometimes fractured stimulated but this is not always required. The
water production can be large but also not always the case. The type of water produced can range from
low to high salt concentrations and the dominant ions can be chlorides or bicarbonates.
Shale fracture stimulation can require a lot of water injection. Often this can be produced and recycled
for other wells.
Evaporation ponds are not allowed in Queensland and depending on quality all produced CSG water
has to be dealt with by osmotic clean-up and re-injection of brines into suitable saline disposal aquifers.
Some water is suitable for agricultural use after clean-up.
In summary, there are many water issues but a sound regulatory regime can ensure successful and
beneficial outcomes for all stakeholders. In the USA, in 26 States, as at 2010 there were 1,763,815
hydraulic fractured wells reported by USGS (Gallegos and Varela, 2014; Figure 3-1) so there is a vast
understanding the good practice issues and negligible problems associated with implementations. The
unconventional gas industry has taken on the “continuous improvement” methodologies of industrial
production.

Figure 3-1:

Distribution of about 278,000 hydraulically fractured wells drilled in the
contiguous United States from 2000 through 2010, by U.S. Geological Survey
hydrologic unit
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The impact on the legal rights of property owners and existing land and water uses and
how this issue is managed in other Australian and international jurisdictions
Multiple land use commonly occurs in Australia and many jurisdictions. Two kinds of title are surface
rights and sub-surface rights. In some jurisdictions (parts of the USA) surface land holders may own the
sub-surface rights which they can sell for royalties etc. In Australia landholders hold the surface rights
and are compensated for inconvenience and loss of utilisation of areas subject to drilling or
development. Ownership of coal seam gas can be attached to the coal rights as in Victoria of the
petroleum rights as in other states notably Queensland and NSW. One exception is that landholders
may own water bores and these need to be protected in the event of any work or development. Lastly,
ownership of unconventional gas can be attached to Coal Rights, as in Victoria, or Petroleum Rights, as
in other states, notably Queensland and NSW.
Good landholder-explorer/developer relationships are the basis for successful resource developments
and managing the issues is always an ongoing requirement (Figure 4-1). Many things can be done both
formally and informally to maintain the best possible working relationships. For example, the
Queensland
Government
have
introduced
a
Gas
Fields
Commission
(http://www.gasfieldscommissionqld.org.au/gasfields) who’s purpose is to act as a liaison and
information bureau between land owners and CSG exploration/production companies. Often the
compensation and the forms of compensation depend on the nature of the work and impacts so this is
best done in the form of reasonable guidelines.
Good environmental practice is not negotiable and should be mandated in simple but focussed
legislation in order for surface rights holders to be aware their long term interests are protected by
authority of the State.

Figure 4-1:

“Thank you” cake delivered to an SRK operated coal and gas drilling site in the
Bowen Basin, Queensland

Figure 4-2 shows a drilling rig on its pad just off the campus of the University of Texas at Arlington.
Arlington (and much of Ft. Worth) lies within the Newark East Barnett Shale Field, one of the largest gas
fields in the USA. Figure 4-3 shows a plan view that eighteen wells (the green lines) directionally drilled
from this one surface pad, with the developed area extending not just under the campus but under
nearby residential neighborhoods as well. No issues were caused by this development.
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Figure 4-2:

A drilling rig on its pad just off the campus of the University of Texas at
Arlington

Figure 4-3:

Plan view that eighteen wells (the green lines) directionally drilled from this one
surface pad
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